INTERACTIVE BROKERS CANADA INC.
CLIENT CONSENT TO ELECTRONIC DELIVERY OF DOCUMENTS

I have read and understand this "Consent to Electronic Delivery of Documents" and consent to the electronic delivery of the documents and/or types of documents listed below that Interactive Brokers Canada Inc. ("IBC") elects to deliver to me electronically, all in accordance with my instruction below.

1. The documents and/or types of documents which are covered by this consent to electronic delivery are set forth in Schedule 1 below.

2. The documents to be delivered electronically shall be sent via electronic mail ("e-mail") to the e-mail address I provide to IBC. I understand that IBC may send a separate notice by e-mail to the e-mail address I provide to IBC advising me as to the internet or other site that I must go to in order to obtain certain documents, which I advise IBC I will do. I further represent to IBC that if I am unable to retrieve a document, I shall be under an obligation to immediately notify IBC that I am unable to retrieve a document, and will request that IBC provide me with the document.

3. I understand that during the time I maintain an account with IBC, I am required to provide an e-mail address to IBC and maintain an e-mail address to which IBC can send documents and notices to me.

4. I further acknowledge that I shall obtain and install on my personal computer, the versions of software that are necessary to open and read documents that IBC either (a) sends to me or (b) provides me with notice that I must retrieve, including without limitation, the following software: Microsoft® Word, Microsoft® Excel, Corel® Word Perfect® and Adobe Acrobat® Reader for proper electronic retrieval of documents.

5. I acknowledge that I may receive from the deliverer a paper copy of any documents delivered electronically at no cost if I contact Interactive Brokers Canada Inc. by one of the following methods:

Electronic mail help@interactivebrokers.ca
Interactive Brokers Canada Inc.
Regular mail 1800 McGill College Avenue Suite 2106
Montreal, Quebec H3A 3J6, Canada
Telephone (877) 745-4222

6. Documents will be available for viewing for at least one month, unless another period of time is indicated.
7. I understand that, upon my request, I will be provided with a paper copy of any documents delivered electronically if electronic delivery fails.

8. I understand that as a result of the means by which e-mail is sent over the internet, IBC will be unable to ensure the confidentiality of information about me. In this regard I acknowledge that I have read and understand the IB Privacy Policy available from the IB Home Page.

9. I understand that my consent may be revoked or changed, including any change in the electronic mail address to which documents are delivered, at any time by notifying Interactive Brokers Canada Inc. of such revised or revoked consent by telephone, regular mail or electronic mail by one of the following methods:

Electronic mail: help@interactivebrokers.ca
Interactive Brokers Canada Inc.

Regular mail: 1800 McGill College Avenue Suite 2106
Montreal, Quebec H3A 3J6, Canada

Telephone: (877) 745-4222

10. I understand that I am not required to consent to electronic delivery.

SCHEDULE 1

LISTING OF DOCUMENTS
TO BE DELIVERED ELECTRONICALLY
TO IBC CLIENTS

IBC Account Application form
IBC Client Agreement
Risk Disclosure Documents
Regulatory Disclosures
Daily Statements (Confirmation Slips)
Monthly Statements
Systems Information and Communications
Margin Call Notices
Options Assignment Notices
Miscellaneous Notices

Documents IBC advises IBC Clients that IBC will make available on the IBC Website